Well what are they doing? Well what they’re doing
is they are making objects with their voices, they’re
singing structures into existence.
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And you speak in a kind of glossalalia, there is a
spontaneous outpouring of syntax unaccompanied
by what is normally called meaning. And it goes
something like this: @#$%^&*(*&^%$^&

Gui Machiavelli

There it was; the cold feeling; the metal: the
limb that was not mine. I could almost sense it
breathing, as if it slowly expanded and contracted.
I brought it close to my face, shut my eyes, cradled
it, slid my hand through its surface. “Love is like
an infection,” I whispered to it with a half smile.
“You’re part of me,” I said with a sigh.

(video graphic: If you have anxiety, take deep breaths
in sync with this)
(Queen, Prophet’s Song)
Laa laa la la la la laa laa (laa laa la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la la la laa laa (la la la la laa laa)
La la laa laa (la la laa laa)
La la laa laa (la la laa laa)
La la (la la)
La la (la la)
La la (la la)

I was lying down in my bed. The white room was
silent save for my irregular, difficult breaths and
the sparse beeps of the machinery around me.
After each beep, I was shaken by brief and painful
spasms. I stared at the empty chair by the bedside.

Come here (come here)
I you come here (I you come here)
I you come here (I you come here)
I you (ah)
Aah (ah)
Aha (aha)
Aah (ah)
Aha (aha)
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I brushed that memory away with a weak wave of
my hand. The hand of the limb that had not been
mine. I kissed its hard, metallic skin and little jolts
of static electricity made my lips twitch.

(Moody Blues, Question (edited))
Why do we never get an answer
When we’re knocking at the door
With a thousand million questions
About hate and death and war?
‘Cause when we stop and look around us
There is nothing that we need
In a world of persecution
That is burning in its greed
Why do we never get an answer
When we’re knocking at the door?
Because the truth is hard to swallow
That’s what the war of love is for
Between the silence of the mountains
And the crashing of the sea
There lies a land I once lived in
And she’s waiting there for me
I’m looking for someone to change my life
I’m looking for a miracle in my life
And if you could see what it’s done to me
To lose the love I knew
Could safely lead me to
The land that I once knew
To learn as we grow old
The secrets of our soul
Déjà vu, déjà vu
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“When love arrives in this way,” I had told a friend,
avoiding his worried glances, “there is…there is
little you can do. You want your loved one with
you, inside you, embedded in you so you’re never
apart.” I bit my lip, searching for better words,
better metaphors as my friend replied. He looked
me in the eyes and spoke nervously — often darting
a glance at my body, wincing and then turning
his attention back to my face. I interrupted him:
“You once spoke to me of passion, you said never
to settle for nothing less. Well, there it is! It’s like
a part of me— no, it is a part of me.” I giggled, “and
now we’re together. It’s in the way it shines, it’s
in the way it moves, its colours, its shapes and its
circuitries. It makes me want to be a better person.”

But they’re saying “do what we are doing,” and they’re
very insistent, they say “Do it! Do it! Do it!” And this
is accompanied by a modality, something seen, and
they’re saying “yes do it do it do it,” and then after a
minute or so of this the whole things begins to collapse
in on itself and they literally begin to physically move
away from you and usually their final shot is they
actually wave goodbye and they say, “déjà vu, déjà vu.”
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Loving

Listen to the mad (listen to the mad)
Listen to the man (listen to the man)
Listen to the mad (listen to the mad)
Listen to the mad man (listen to the mad man)

